How to Create sunburst Illustrator

I need a sunburst vector image to make my artwork looks awesome, but I have no idea about how to create it. Could you help me to create sunburst in Illustrator?

Solution

Here is the final look of sunburst in Illustrator.
1. Create a new document. Use Rectangle Tool to draw a rectangle and fill it with red.

![Rectangle Tool](image1)

2. Select Star Tool, press “Down” arrow key while dragging to reduce points and finally make a triangle filled with yellow.

![Star Tool](image2)

3. Select Object > Transform > Scale and set the triangle's scale as shown: Horizontal - 25%, Vertical - 300%.

![Scale Dialog](image3)
4. Drag the yellow triangle until its top point becomes the center of the rectangle.

5. Select Window > Navigator to open Navigator palette.

6. Select Rotate Tool and click on the top point of the triangle to set the rotate center. Hold down "Alt"
6. Select Rotate Tool and click on the top point of the triangle to set the rotate center. Hold down "Alt" and drag the triangle a little bit until the Navigator info window tells you that you have reached 25 degree angle.

7. Press "Ctrl + D" to repeat the last action until you get this.
8. Press "Ctrl + A" select all. Then select Window > Pathfinder to open Pathfinder palette.

9. Click Divide. Then use Direct Selection Tool select the parts you don't need and press "Del" to
9. Click Divide. Then use Direct Selection Tool to select the parts you don’t need and press ‘Del’ to delete them.

10. Now we’ve created sunburst in Illustrator.
Tips

See also

How to Make circular shapes and patterns in Illustrator
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